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Figure 1. An example of running sequences captured with the proposed Running Gate system.

ABSTRACT
Running Gate is a non-contact and non-attached 3D scanning
framework designed for capturing body movement during
sports activities. Unlike conventional motion capture systems,
the system does not require infra-red markers or wearable
sensors attached to the body to capture motion during running.
Using multiple depth cameras and 3D sensing technologies,
the system estimates biomechanical characteristics (e.g. body
height, stride length, or pitch) for providing analytical feed-
back for beginners. In this paper, we describe the system
architecture of proposed system and discuss its capabilities
and limitations.
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INTRODUCTION
Capturing and analyzing human body movement have been
important topics in many research areas including HCI, com-
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puter vision, computer graphics or robotics. On the other
hand, however, there is no convenient method to capture even
a basic sports activities, for example running, for giving a
biomechanical advisory to improve postural form for workout
beginners. Existing infrared (IR) based motion capture sys-
tems are used for capturing and analyzing the performance
of top athletes, but the system is too expensive for consumer
level users and requires optical markers attached to the body.
Moreover, these systems can take only skeletons and joint
positions. That means visual information such as appearances
and the volumetric information is totally lost.

The recent development of RGB-D cameras enabled us to
capture volumetric 3D motion in real-time. Mingsong et al. [1]
proposed a room size 3D movie capture with Kinect sensors.
KinectFusion [2] is an another example of 3D reconstruction of
indoor environments in real-time. However, those are designed
for capturing rigid bodies. Hence we cannot use this system
for capturing fast motions, such as sports activities.

We propose Running Gate a 3D body motion capturing and
analyzing framework using multiple RGB-D sensors. With
this technology, we can capture the body motion during sports
activities (Figure 1). It does not require body-attached markers,
but with less operational and installation costs.

PROPOSED SYSTEM
We use multiple Kinect v2 RGB-D sensors for capturing hu-
man motion without occlusions. Four Kinect v2 are connected
via USB 3.0 to a single Linux PC as shown in Figure 2, and all
the depth images are captured and processed on the PC. Extrin-
sic parameters of the Kinect v2 cameras are pre-calculated in
the calibration step, thus resulting point clouds can be merged



Figure 2. The system configuration of Running Gate

Figure 3. A point cloud generated by four Kinect v2 sensors

in the world coordinate. The point clouds retrieved from these
Kinect v2 sensors can be synthesized as shown in Figure 3.
As a result, we can get whole 3D reconstructions with less
occlusions.

When using this system in sports analysis, points that are not
included human bodies is not required. Therefore these points
are filtered by pass-through filter along each dimension, such
as Figure 1.

Our system has two advantages over existing motion capture
systems. First, our system depends on only RGB-D sensors.
The system can directory capture volumetric body motions
without any markers, while conventional motion capture sys-
tems can record only skeleton and joint positions. Second, our
system can record 3D volumetric images.

DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK
In order to use the system for body motion analysis, there exist
two limitations on our system. One of the limitations is the
frame rate of capturing. Though the Kinect v2 sensors support
sampling in 30 frames per second, fast movement cannot be
captured with the frame rate.

The other is about the time synchronization over multiple
sensors. Since we use multiple Kinect v2 sensors in the system,
exact time synchronization between each sensor is not possible.
This is the cause of a misalignment problem between frames.
The misalignment becomes an obstacle for analyzing body
motions.

Figure 4. An example of registration by the Articulated-ICP algorithm

We are now investigating to apply the articulated iterative
closest point (Articulated-ICP) algorithm [3] to cope with
above limitations. The ICP algorithm is used to register two
different point clouds. The Articulated-ICP algorithm is a
generalization of the ICP algorithm for articulated models
such like human bodies. By applying this algorithm to two
successive frames, "How a right arm has moved" is visualized
between frames Figure 4.

CONCLUSION
We introduced Running Gate, a 3D scanning system for cap-
turing human bodies during sports activities. Since we use
multiple depth sensors to capture body motion, the system re-
quires no attached markers to subjects. This technology can be
potentially used for future sports education, rehabilitation, or
health care applications. We also discussed some limitations,
such as quantitative evaluation for capturing human body mo-
tion, the sampling frame rate and synchronization of multiple
sensors.
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